Abstract-Computational techniques play an important role in most engineering problems in which optimization problems have to be faced. Renewable energy operations represent one of these cases where energy transfer and storage, real-time operations and consumption profiles need to be optimized. In this context renewable sources can be managed using evolutionary computation and other tools. In this light artificial neural network solution using fuzzy logic techniques can estimate energy flows basing their estimation on weather forecast, and the knowledge of this eventdriven variability can encourage photovoltaic integration with the electric power system. This article discusses the role of these computational tools and some issues related to the variability and uncertainty in the operations where PV plants are potentially fully connected to a smart grid future scenario.
I. INTRODUCTION
It is well known that variability and uncertainty are inherent characteristics of power systems concerning loads, power lines, and generator availability. Regulations and procedures are conducted to guarantee a certain level of performance and power quality, based essentially on forecasting, scheduling, dispatching, and reserves in the most economic way [1] , [2] .
In the current energy production state-of-the-art, a continuous growing contribution comes from photovoltaic (PV) plants and other renewable sources which operate independently. However in a scenario with a massive use of solar electricity generation technologies their cooperative behavior is still limited to the simultaneous injection of the energy flows in the grid. Common production plants often are committed to generate electricity for the system in a time scale which comes from hours to several days. Thus load and energy production forecasting is always crucial for the effectiveness of power system planning and operation. Lots of electric power companies are now forecasting power load based on traditional prediction methods. However, since the relationship between power load and factors influencing power production is nonlinear, it is difficult to identify its nonlinearity by using traditional prediction methods.
More accuracy in the prediction is needed to ensure that errors in forecasts do not compromise reliability of the system. On the load side as well forecasting represents one of the main issues especially for small power systems which have vital value for electricity market players like retailers and independent system operators [3] .
Moreover to reach a proper demand-supply matching it is important to consider that the load profile used by operators can be sensibly different from the correspondent individual customer, especially where some PV production units are present in a specific residential area. Independent business operators tend to run production sites to maximize their individual objective functions in terms of energy and economic efficiency, with no other cooperation forms. They can take autonomously decisions about PV maintenance and estimation of energy quantities using local information related to local conditions and local production dynamics, without any additional knowledge about the happening in the neighborhood.
The load forecast in such a condition is probabilistic, requiring no networking with other PV plants: their local bus systems remain isolated and not integrated in a wider network. The renewable PV energy is less-predictable because it depends on weather conditions, which might limit the maximum percentage of renewable energy being injected in the grid because of power quality issues. Recently different approaches have been used for PV forecasting based on both physical and statistical methods [4] , but many studies are mainly focused on short term load forecasting in energy management systems (EMS) [5] - [8] since the intrinsic tight correlation of scheduling, planning and operations of power systems.
Forecasting models based essentially on artificial neural networks (ANN) has been widely applied in such systems because of their high forecasting accuracy and self-learning ability, and forecasting accuracy significantly impacts the cost of all power utilities in the planning of energy supply [9] . In this context the authors propose an integrated artificial intelligent prediction tool applied on the production side which can be used to forecast variable energy generation sources in order to allow system operators to plan actions in advance and thus to let increase the develop of renewable generation technologies and Vehicle-to-grid (V2G) diffusion into smart energy systems [10] , [11] .
II. RENEWABLE ENERGY FORECASTING
Different methods can be used to forecast solar resources at differing time scales. Forecasts of PV output are required for days ahead down to hours ahead and they should provide information about the expected output and the degree of uncertainty to predict particular volatile periods.
Among the general issues considered when operating power systems with variable generation, for example power quality (e.g. voltage flicker) has a time dimension in terms of seconds. However, it is also important to not forgetting that also variability along a spatial dimension may be not negligible since estimable in the range of tens of square kilometers [12] .
The rationale for predictability importance is justified by the fact that the addition of variable generation source, like PV or wind farm for example, reduce system stability that must be managed accordingly. In fact, general important aspects to consider in power systems with variable generation sources at different time scales regard for example, from seconds to days, power quality issues, regulation reserves, load following and scheduling actions.
At the moment problems with power quality are often managed within a single distribution feeder, but in the future a high-penetration scenario of PV technology will require facing a great variability created by a massive PV distributed generation. An overall system needs to be able to model at the same time the influence of large PV plants and small distributed residential plants in terms of grid voltages and frequencies disturbance preventing large simultaneous phenomena.
In fact, the possibility of forecasting the future production of solar plants allows enhanced planning and management of the energy reserve, which leads, as an example, to the avoidance of a forced shedding of power supply from renewable energy plants, with a corresponding saving of energy reserve correlated costs.
A. Weather effects on variability
Nowadays energy plant prediction is very important in industrial applications. An accurate prediction enables to mitigate the price risk associated with the power exchange, for instance signing more bilateral contracts. Besides, a good estimate of the load profile results in avoiding economic penalties on the balancing market.
However the output of PV plants is intrinsically variable because of the sun path, but in addition clouds and meteorological events are responsible for the considerable changes in the output of PV plants and these phenomena are often very fast [8] . In fact, a typical energy production curve is presented in Figure 1 , where are reported the power profiles of 3 days with different meteorological conditions: in particular the first day is a fully sunny day, the second has partial cloud coverage while the third one shows the effects (production drop) of a rapidly changing cloud coverage.
In case of rapid changes in solar radiation or temperature at the forecasted day, produced power greatly changes and forecast error would sensibly increase. In traditional prediction methods the ANN uses all similar days data to learn the trend of similarity. However, learning all similar days' data does not help if weather conditions change suddenly during the same day.
Thus meteorological information about PV plants area can be used to indicate approaching clouds and predict the impact the atmospheric disturbance will cause on PV output. In fact, the time it takes for a passing cloud to shade a PV system depends on the PV plant size, cloud speed, and other factors which can be predicted in some way [12] . Thanks to reliable weather forecasts, it is possible to estimate in advance the expected quantities of the PV energy being produced. Moreover the same weather information is an important factor also in load forecasting models and electricity demand behavior estimation.
It has already been considered that, in a model of massive PV energy distribution, clouds are able to cause diverse changes and ramps in PV output in different parts of the same plant or among different plants in the same area. The degree of diversity among points or plants can be characterized by the degree of correlation of simultaneous changes in the output. The differences between multiple PV sites need to be taken into account in projections and actions that must be managed by system operators. If the number of PV sources increase substantially then the system complexity cannot be neglected. However if the renewable energy sources are sparsely deployed in a consistent way, the aggregation of several diverse production sources leads to an aggregate smoother profile than would be expected from scaling of a single PV plant. PV variability typically can manifest voltage or power quality problems: to develop projections of PV variability it is necessary to model on the time scale of seconds to hours the output of large and dispersed PV plants on distribution feeders [12] .
B. Evolutionary computation for PV system management
In order to foster a feasible development of interconnection of PV to the electric power system, artificial intelligence tools can be effectively used to enhance reliability of production forecast and thus contribute to enhance reliability of a smart energy system. Increasing solar power penetration is possible if measures are taken concerning solar radiation forecasting. It has been already suggested in the past [13] that solar power forecast could be based on the use of Artificial Neural Networks (ANNs).
Considering the complex nature of the forecasting problems, the use of weather forecast processed by an Artificial Neural Network (ANN) has been considered to solve them. ANNs are effective computing methods, able to easily process the dynamic behavior of time-varying variable: they are particularly useful to model the complex and nonlinear relationships among data, without any a-priori assumption concerning the nature of these correlations. In more practical terms neural networks are non-linear statistical data modeling tools used to model complex relationships between inputs and outputs or to find patterns in data.
They are particularly appealing because of their ability to model an unspecified nonlinear relationship between production and weather variables. In the same period some authors proposed one predictive model based on a one hour ahead forecasting focusing in particular on the load side [14] , but here a different approach is used in implementing the ANN.
In a different perspective the focus is to highlight how it is possible to increase speed and accuracy using a simple fuzzy logic to process system inputs in determining and optimizing the neural network weights associated to the forecasting problem. The available weather forecast data related to the PV plants are supplied by the airport service close to the production site and relative data can be effectively processed by means of Fuzzy techniques.
Recently with a different scope some authors, aiming to improve the grid voltage profile and reducing power losses in Smart Grid platforms, have proposed the use of different fuzzy inference engines to optimize coordination of distributed voltage controllers [15] .
III. SYSTEM IMPLEMENTATION
In order to predict PV plants produced power, weather forecasts are a key input for the ANN: for this reason, in this paper a real-world case study with a fuzzy filtering approach has been considered to validate the capability of dealing with the complexity of inputs involved in the available weather forecast data. The generic computational model of an ANN simulates the features and behavior of the human brain neural networks. One of the most typical ANN implementation extensively used in engineering applications and in forecasting problems [13] - [16] is the Multi-Layered Perceptron (MLP). It consists of an interconnected group of artificial neurons that suitably processes information according to the strength of connections among them and to a given non-linear activation function.
Training algorithms are used to train the network by learning the nonlinear behavior between input and output data. This learning process should find the weights configuration associated to the minimum output error, namely the weights configuration optimized to reach a good and accurate desired output. Typically, the learning process target is to minimize an error (or cost) function.
The cost function, in particular, is related to the error between the network's output, f(x), and the target value y over all the example pairs (i.e. mean-squared error). For this reason it must contains prior knowledge about the problem output. The learning task is the most critical part of an ANN implementation, since it deals with an optimization process covering a high number of independent unknowns (the neural weights); as a consequence such a search could be extremely difficult. Moreover, there could be several weights configurations which are quite similar each other and very close to the global optimum case, even if these configurations are sub-optimal. Although one of the typical approach used to optimize and train a MLP is the Error Back-Propagation (EBP), a gradient descent based strategy, recently the application of Evolutionary Algorithms has been considered in order to take advantage of their global optimization capability.
In particular, the authors have already successfully applied the Genetical Swarm Optimization (GSO) algorithm [17] , a hybrid search technique modeled on the concepts of natural selection and evolution of GA and on the social behavior derived from PSO. More recently they considered also the integration of Fuzzy Logic in order to increase the reliability of the PV power forecast in estimating the solar irradiance [18] . In fact, although during the bright days or heavy cloudiness the PV forecast appears acceptable, still the described soft computing solution gives an imprecise forecast for some days. Over the last decades fuzzy models have been extensively used in engineering applications, especially in control systems, easing the solution to many problems by introducing an unconventional set of rules. System analysis and control design for nonlinear systems based on fuzzy system approaches have been very active in the scientific community [19] . However, since the analysis to be carried out is not a pure mathematical one, it is important to evaluate different solutions that can influence the good behavior of the entire system using a similar philosophy used in [20] .
Here fuzzy models, due to their intrinsic capability of approximating nonlinear data mappings, have been exploited for the preprocessing of a sub-set of weather data in order to filter the inputs for the ANN. In particular, as shown in detail in Figure 2 , some meteorological indexes, namely UV index, cloud cover and specific time/season, have been processed by a Fuzzy procedure to increase the reliability of estimation of the solar irradiance, since this parameter is the most relevant to PV production but it is not directly provided by the weather forecast service and must be modeled separately [21] .
IV. NUMERICAL RESULTS
In order to validate the proposed approach, a real PV plant production forecasting problem has been considered, with different time horizons: short term (day and several days), medium term (week and several weeks), and long term (year and several years); forecasts for different lead time can potentially be used for different aims. We finally chose a short term time base (one day in advance) for this specific application. The network architecture which has provided better results presents two hidden layers, as shown again in Figure  2 . In particular, after a wider experimental campaign, the final number of neurons in the input layer is 16, as reported in Table I which describes the meteorological parameter provided from the weather forecast service. Neurons i 2 ,...,i 6 represent forecasted values at 6am of the considered day (i 1 ), neuron i 7 ,...,i 11 at noon, while neurons i 12 ,...,i 16 represent forecasted meteorological parameters at 6pm.
The neurons in the two hidden layers are, respectively, 13 and 9, while the output layer can be composed of several neurons, since different plants forecast can be obtained simultaneously, provided that they are sufficiently close to each other in order to share the same input data, i.e. the weather forecast; in fact, as already reported in [14] , the authors performed preliminary analyses for three different plants with different productive capacity, and results showed that the developed soft computing model behavior does not change with respect to the plant power size. Figure 4 shows the computed daily production forecast compared with the actual measured data: this simulations are based on a daily prediction, namely for each day produced power data have been effectively measured, while the corresponding weather forecast were provided one day in advance. To further increase the accuracy of the provided forecast finding the best neural weights configuration, here the hybrid evolutionary learning algorithm was followed, in the last iterations, by a run of a suitably developed EBP procedure: in fact, due to the high number of neural weights to be optimized, this mixed approach guarantees to speed-up the convergence of the whole learning process. The final behavior of the simulated data with respect to the experimental measurements appears to be very good because the average error is less than 2.3% over the whole period of six months, significantly improving the previously obtained value of around 5% [18] . An additional analysis of these results puts at a glance that the critical points are mainly concentrated during the days with cloud index in the interval 3-7 ( Figure 3 ). In such days, whose significance is low but not negligible, as explained before, the irradiance profile changes suddenly due to clouds and their relative more or less fast movement. To face this problem, giving in turn the improved forecast precision, some additional heuristics capable to reduce the negative effect on power quality are presented below. This will contribute further in better PV integration in smart grids.
Different time horizons can be considered in load forecasting: short term (e.g. day and several days), medium term (e.g. week and several weeks), long term (e.g. year and several years), and forecasts for different lead time can be used for different aims. We chose a short term time base for this specific application.
The authors also performed simulations for three different photo-voltaic power plants in order to test their method at various scale, since they have different productive capacity and potentially represented a future scenario with multiple renewable power sources. To compare the numerical results it is important to underline that the three plant locations presented the same GPS reference points, then the weather conditions was assumed identical for the three PV plants. The same approach can be extended for a multiple system with N different power plants.
Thus the neural network optimized by GSO and preprocessed by a fuzzy module exhibited good predictive performances in all operative conditions (complete sunny day, partly cloudy one and even a plant maintenance day) and the considered ANN behaviour was not influenced by the plants' power size. 
V. CONCLUSIONS
Renewable energy sources have increased the complexity of the power grid scenario, thus requiring the capability to predict the dynamics of the system and to offer an optimal management for the electric operators; besides forecasts are an important tool for managing the variability of PV plants and should be incorporated into electric system planning and operations. Therefore, it has been proposed the application of advanced forecasting techniques integrated with fuzzy logic in order to create a predictive model of the physical system and to provide an efficient control of resources and information, reducing uncertainty during anomalous days characterized by the variable weather conditions.
In this work the authors proposed an evoluted and effective implementation of an Neuro-fuzzy model for forecasting of renewable energy production. They also briefly discuss the potential optimization degree locally achievable by extending the cooperation in a future smart grid model, in which the collective optimization is enabled by the anticipatory knowledge about the energy production dynamics caused by weather conditions during the variable cloudiness days in different plants. In the future a more complex system will need to model at the same time the influence of large PV plants and small distributed residential plants to reach an improved grid stability. The advanced tools here presented for analysis of data deriving from multiple PV plants potentially will let solar energy from PV plants reach more significant penetration levels. The impact achievable in the real life depends also on the capacity to operate the efficient decision making within the correct timeframe. Future work will be target to exploit the information available locally at the grid level to be transformed into benefits in a collective global optimization perspective.
